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The purpose of this research was to determine the relationship

between University housing and academic achievement and to investi-

gate the relationship of age, previous year's grade-point average and

intelligence to academic achievement.

A sample of one hundred and sixty four sophomore, junior and

senior students were selected from four housing groups consisting of

fraternity/sorority, residence hall, cooperative and off-campus

groups.

The data were gathered from the offices of the Dean of Men and

Dean of Women and it was analyzed by multiple covariance techniques

to determine the validity of the following four hypotheses: a.) there

is no relationshipbetween academic achievement and on-campus/

off- campus housing, b.) there is no relationship between academic

achievement and age for students in on-campus/off-campus housing,

c.) there is no relationship between academic achievement and past



grade-point ave rage for students in on- campus /off- campus housing,

dj there is. nore-lationship;be-tween academic achievement and

intelligence for students in on- campus/off- campushousing. The

data were additionally analyzed according to various mathematical

models relating grade-point average to the variables: under obs erva-

tion. In addition,. the effect of moving from residence halls to off-

campus housing as well as the effect of supervision -on grade-point

averages was studied.

No significant relationship between academic achievement and

housing, age, andintelligencewas found. The previous years grade-

point average was significantly. related to academic achievement. A

mathematical model utilizing but one measurable variable, the

previous years grade-point average, was found to "fit the data" as

well as the more complex models- which involve more-than one

measurable variable.

From a quarter by quarter analysis of grade-point averages,. it

was found that: for fall term, students in unsupervised housing

achieved significantly, better grade-point averages than those -in

supervised housing; in winter-term students in supervised housing

achievedbetter grade-point averages than those in-unsupervised

housing and by spring term the influence of housing diminished -in

importance since -the two groups were not significantly, differentiated

by grade-point averages.
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STUDENT ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE AS INFLUENCED
BY ON-CAMPUS AND OFF-CAMPUS RESIDENCE

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Increased enrollments in the American colleges and universities

for the past decade or more have evoked concern for the housing of

students. It has been estimated that by 1979 institutions of higher

learning will be responsible for housing 2.2 million students--over

double the number for the year 1960.

At Oregon State University, the number of students living off-

campus has increased considerably in the past ten years. In the fall

term of 1957-58 as compared with the fall term of 1967-68, the num-

ber of undergraduate single male students who lived outside organized

living groups (fraternities, residence halls and cooperatives)

increased from 295 percent to 43.5 percent and the on-campus

population decreased from 70. 5 percent to 56.5 percent. This

represented an increase of 148 percent for the off-campus group.

This trend is expected to continue since the probability of adequate

funds being available to construct additional fraternity and coopera-

tive residences is minimal.

Many institutions adhere to traditional beliefs concerningthe

general undesirability of off-campus housing, as reflected in their

continued development of on-campus facilities. On the other hand,
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a number of institutions have been forced to establish an increased

proportion of off-campus facilities to meet the population growth,

which has resulted in an alteration of housing policies permitting an

increased number of students to move to off-campus facilities.

Policy-making in the area-of housing has oftenfailed to reflect

a change in student needs, prevalent thought of college administrators,

and changing legal responsibility of the institution. However, some

universities have recently made adjustments in housing policy:

liberalization in this area appears to be generated from one of six

sources:

student dissatisfaction with present housing systems.

a dissatisfaction for existing housing systemsby college

administrators,

an increased number of student enrollees,

unavailability of supervised housing which meets the

approval of the university,

a trend for more student responsibility for his own living

arrangements,

a re-evaluation of the legalities of the in-locus parentis

responsibility.

At the time of such transitions currently facing the college

administrators, questions concerning the effectiveness of both on-

campus and off-campus housing are meaningful.



The emphasis for such a study could be placed on any number

of facets which may reflect the multiple goals of housing programs.

However, one of the most prominent educational goals is the attain-

ment of high scholastic achievement. In selecting academic success

as the major criteri, it is acknowledged that there are many other

factors which enter into the total educational process than grade-

point averages. This measure remains, however, the most widely

used indicator of success in college for two reasons; one, the failure

to maintain a minimum grade-point average will result in termina-

tion of any further academic endeavors; two, permanent academic

records persist as the most popularly requested referral information

on students.

If differences in academic success can be related to the type of

housing, changes in policy of the future may reflect them. On the

other hand, if no differences are found between on-campus and off-

campus housing, adjustments in housing policy may continue without

fear of its subsequent effect on the academic success of students.

Few studies exist, as far as can be determined, which have

undertaken the task of showing the relationship between academic

achievement and movement to off-campus housing from on-campus

quarters. Most of the research inthis area, although useful,

primarily compares only lower-classmen or students in on- campus

facilities. After athorough research of literature, it was found that
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no studies exist which consider housing on an experimental basis in

which students are permitted to live off-campus although they are not

eligible to do so. Additionally, current research does not suggest

an appraisal of criteria:which might be used as a basis for altering

housing policy in relation to off-campus housing, although thispolicy,

in some cases, is extensively being changed.

With movement toward liberalization, there emerges a need for

re- evaluating both housing philosophy and regulations. It is hoped

that this study will provide for continuedresearch in this area.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study, is culminated in the following goals:

to measure the change in student academic performance.in

moving to off-campus housing, as compared with on-campus

housing;

to examine the effect of age in relationship to academic

performance for students livingoff-campus as compared

:with those on-campus;

to investigate the effect of past GPA in:relationshipto

academic performance of students living in off-campus

housing.as compared with those on-campus;

to examine the 'effect of intelligence 'in relationship to

academic performance of studentsl'iving off-campus as



compared with those on-campus.

Concernfor the first goal arises from a need -to determine the

relative value, as related to academic achievement, of off-campus

and on-campus housing for students. Importance for identifying

these differences- stems from the following:

Universities may establish policy for the housing--of on-

campus/off-campus -students without knowing its subsequent

effect on academic achievement,

Additional standards by: which-universities may allocate

students -into the-most advantageous type of housing may

-be disclosed. -

- 3. Fac-tors relating academic achievement to housingmay, be

identified and utilized for effective policy-making pro

- cedures.

Definitions

For the purpose of this study, the following terms are defined.

- Academic Achievement. The -university grade-point average

(GPA) during the observation period per quarter as well as the GPA

per quarter during one academic year prior to the observation

period.

Grade points- are distributed- according Co th--e following- classi-

fication system:



A - four points per term hour

B-- threepointsperterm hour

C - - two points per term hour

D - one point per term hour

F zero points per term hour

Intelligence. A total decile score obtained from the Scholastic

Aptitude Test (SAT) which is administered to all incoming freshmen

students at OregonState University. A decile score divides the group

into ten equal parts with tenas the highest possible score and one the

lowest possible score. The two types of scores provided are aver-

bal decile and a mathematical decile.

Age. Thechronological age of the student as of Januaryl,

1967.

Past GPA. Grade-point average one year prior to the year of

the study.

On-Campus Housing. Those residences which are approved by

the University Housing Department and have supervisors available.

Four classifications of housing apply: residence halls, fraternities,

sororities, and cooperatives.

Off-Campus Housing. Those residences which are unsupervised

and do not meet the standards and approval of the University.

Residence Hall Group. Those sophomore, junior or senior

students at Oregon State University who had maintained continuous
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schooling; resided inresidence halls up to and including the year of

the study; were full time students and came directly. from high school

to Oregon State University.

Fraternity/Sorority Group. Those sophomore, junior or

senior students at Oregon State University who had maintained: con-

tinuous schooling; had resided continuously inon campus housing

except for one move to fraternities or sorbHties;:wee fufl time. stu-

dents and came directly from high school to Oregon State University.

Cooperative 'Group. Those sophomore, junior or senior

students at Oregon State University who had maintained continuous

schooling; had resided continuously, in on-campus housing except for

one move to cooperatives; were full time students and came directly

from high school to Oregon State University.

Off-Campus Group. Those sophomore and junior students at

OregonState University who had maintaliled continuous schooling;

resided inresidence halls and thenmoved off-campus in permitted

violationof housingrules; were full time students and came directly

from high school to Oregon State University. Alter this group moved

to off-campus housingin violation of rules, they were located bythe

housing office through a checkof addresses and subsequently. per-

mitted to stay off' campus providing they" maintained' a minimum

grade-point average and did not violate other campus rules.

Sophomore. Those students who havecompletednoless than



36 andnomore than 89 quarterhours of course work.

Junior. Those students who have completed noless than 90

hours and no more than 135 hours of course work.

Senior. Those students who have completed no less than 135

hours of course work (for engineering and forestry majors, 147 hours)

Upper ciassmen, Those students who have reached junior or

senior standing in the number of quarter hours of academic work

completed.

Lower Classmen. Those students who have reached sophomore

standingin the number of quarter hours of academic work completed.

Full-Time Student. Thosestudents whohave maintained a

minimum of 12 quarter hours of academic course work.

Continuous Schooling. Those students who have maintained

continuous residence at Oregon State University except duringthe

summer terms, and have studied as full-time students during Fall,

Winter and Spring terms.

Professional Schools. Those courses of study that prepare

students to enter directly into a professional or occupational field.

The following seven areas apply: school of education, school of

business and technology, school of agriculture, school of engineering,

school of forestry, school of home economics, school of pharmacy.

Liberal Arts and Sciences School. Those courses of study that

underlie all the professions and most other occupations. The



following areas apply: school of humanities and sciences and the

school of science.

Hypotheses

Concern for the importance. of identifying differencesin

academic achievement for on-campus/off-campus students ledto the

testing of the following four hypotheses:

1. There is no relationship between academic achievement

and on-campus/off-campus housing.

Z. There is no relationship between academic achievement and

age for students mon-campus/off-campus housing.

There is no relationship between academic achievement and

past grade-'point average for students, in on- campus/off-

campus housing.

There is no relationship between academic achievement and

intelligence for students in on- campus/off- campus housing.

Method

The method employed in this' study was to select four groups of

41 students each from the total population of students at Oregon State

University. The four groups consis ted of students from off+campus

housing, residence halls, fraternities and sororities, andcoopera-

tives.

9
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In the research conducted, records from the offices of the

Deans of Men and Women were surveyed according toa random

sampling process. Only: complete records were used; records show-

ing an interruption in time of graduation from high school to entrance

in college, transfers to and from other colleges, and a reduction

from full-time status were not used.

After tabulations were made, the data were anályzediorsignifi-

cant differences between on- campus/off- campus students byrnultiple

covariance techniques.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

The main goal of the study is to determine what effect, if any,

housing has upon academic achievement. In addition to studies

relating academic achievement to housing, many additional studies

are found which relate academic achievement toother relevant areas.

Those studies relating academic achievement and a variety of com-

parative factors are subsequently reviewed.

University Environmental Factors
and Academic Achievement

Environmental factors specifically pertaining to the university

setting which may or may not influence student achievement have been

numerously studied.

In a study of out-of-class activities and social acceptance as

related to grade-point average, Carew (1957) concluded: therewas a

general tendency at Ohio University for a social group's members to

have similar grades. Additionally, the group with the highest social

rating obtained from an Activities Inventory were found to maintain

the highest grades.

Ohlson (1939) examined the relationship betweenassigned

roommates and scholastic achievement. At Stanford Uiiversity where

11
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freshmen were placed at random intwo- or three-man rooms and

hadtaken the same required courses, the correlationbetweengrade

points of 172 freshman roommates was found to be -. 04.

A study of the effects of roommates upon one another's:grades

was conducted in 1963 by Hall and Willerman (1963). In comparing

two samples:of students, one of 192 students who had not requested

a roommate and another of 168 students whohadchosen roommates,

it was concluded that educational effects of roommates are mediated

by. two factors: 1) the extent of course overlapbetween roommates,

and 2) the birth ordinal positions of the roommates in their families.

The investigator reported that later borns exerted more. influence 'on

roommates but the direction of the influence 'could not be predicted;

the extent of course overlap between roommates and birth order 'had

more of an effect than expected; first-horns were more susceptible

to influence by a roommate while laterborns wielded more influence.

Williamson (1935), in relating the number of hours of study. to

achievement in college, for 257 college freshmen, found that beyond

a minimum number, varying with thelevel of academic intelligence,

the hours of study a student gave to his scholastic work had less

significance than intelligence. Although a student of low ability

would need to. study more hours inorderto dopassingwork, an

increase in the number of hours would not necessarily result in much

higher scholarship.
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In an investigation of the relationship between academic load and

scholastic success for 107 freshmen and sophomores, Andrew (1956)

reported a slight positive relationship between number of. credit hours

completed and academic success, as well as a slight positive relation-

ship between hours spent inclass and academic success.

Woodruff (1940) and Alexander surveyed the recreational and

social life of the entire freshman class of l938at the University of

New Hampshire. The members of the class were divided into five

groups. on the basis of academic record, expectancy performance and

social development. The findings revealed a high correlation between

high academic records in college and social development. Seventy-

eight percent of those in the highest academic group fell inthe higher

social development groups. Only four percent of the lowest academic

group. ranked in high social development.

From a study of high and low achieving university students,

Magoon and Maxwell (1965) reported that the failing student in arts

and sciences was likely to be one who had joined a fraternity, worked

part time, dated more frequently, studied fewer hours, and volunteered

less frequently in class. Highachieving Education majors were those

who had Senior standing,held part-time jobs, were socially. active,

lived in a sorority or fraternity, fathers held a college degree, had

confidence they would graduate and planned to. continue their education

after graduation. In comparison, the low achieving Education major
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was a freshman or sophOmore who lived at home and: commuted to

college orlivedin a dorm; was unsure of vocational goals and

expressed aneed for counseling.

Effects of employment on academic success were studied at the

University of Wisconsin by Lins (1954). For2,000 freshman students,

the mean GPA of menworking was not significantly different from the

mean GPA of men not working and carrying the same number of

credits.

A study similar to that of Lins was conducted by Trueblood

(1957) at Indiana University with 568 students. Workingwhileenrolled

as a full time student did not adversely affect the grade-point average.

It was not possible to hypothesize from the study. what the possible

maximum number ofhours would bewhich one could workwithout

affecting thegrade-point averages of students.

Brandes (1966) comparedstudents at Ohio University, in the

College of Fine Arts, who owned automobiles. Two hundredstudents,

divided into four groups of fifty, were compared for grade-point

averages. No statistically; significant difference 'was found among the

freshman, sophomore, junior or seniorgroups who owned automobiles

and those who did not.



Personal Background Factors andScholastic Success

Numbers of studies have been conducted which attempt to. relate

a university student's personal backgroundto academic success.

Sanders, Osborne and Greene (1955) analyzed the extent to which

373 freshman men and 210 women with "pure urban," "pure rural-

farm" and mixed backgrounds differed in intelligence and academic

performance. Urban groups markedly. excelled, and mixed groups

slightly excelled rural groups in measures of scholastic aptitude,

reading skills and knowledge of the fundamentals of algebra. The

reverse of this finding was true for women :The:th'ree groups were

found not to differ significantly, on scholastic attainment when

measured by' grade-point average.

In an investigation of the relationship of ordinalposition and

sex of sibling to scholastic aptitude and academic achievement, Lare

(1963) compared 435 Cornell University students from two-children

families. The findings were as follows: the first and secondordinal

positions in a two-child family were not significantly related to. a

student's aptitude orfirst-term grade-point average. Moreover,: the

sex of the older sibling in a two-child family is not significantly

related to a student's aptitude.

At Duke University, the entering freshman men in September

1954 were compared by Weitz and Wilkinson (1957) to determine the

L5
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relationship between certain nonintellective factors and academic

success. Sixfactors under consideration by the investigators were:

students who were only children, students who had one or both

deceased parents, parentswho were divorced, graduates from a

civilian or private secondary school or a private military academy.

They found that academic performance was significantly inferior in

the case of only children, military academy graduates, and any

student who had experienced two or more of the experimental condi-

tions. Graduates of private preparatory schools were somewhat

inferior to 'normal" college freshmen.

First year grades were analyzed by Hoyt (1959) for 884 Kansas

State College freshman men and women in order to determine the

relationship between sizeof high school and college grades. The

author concluded that first year grades were at about the same level

for students from various sized high schools.

A study similar to Hoyt's was conducted at Iowa State College

for 1516 freshmen of the class of 1952, by Lathrop (1960). The

investigator concluded that the size of the high school from which a

student graduated had little influence on achievement. However, the

pattern of courses a student had completed in high school greatly

influenced his achievementat Iowa State College. The author

hypothesized further that if the small high schools offered the

diversity of courses taught in the larger schools, there would be no
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difference in college achievement.

Contrary to reports of both Hoyt and Lathrop, Bledsoe (1954)

found that students from Georgia high schools who were members of

large graduating classes tended to make significantly higher marks

during the first year of college than students who had attended small

or medium sized schools.

At the University of Iowa, Wyer (1965) measured:350 male and

400 female students in regard to self-perception and self-acceptance,

their parents' perceptions and acceptance of the student, and parental

attitudes toward academic pursuits. Self-acceptance and parental

acceptance were found to relate to academic effectiveness for males

but not for females. The discrepancy between parents' perceptions

of their children related negatively to self-acceptance in females and

in general to academiceffectiveness in both males and females.

Males whose parents agreed that a college education was primarily

for social broadening were more effective thanthose whose parents

disagreed on this matter. No significant differences were found in

self-acceptance as a function of differences between parental attitudes.

In an investigation of the effect of season of birth onahievement of

Washington University students, Craddick (1966) compared CEEB

verbal and math scores as well as cumulative grade-point averages.

The findings were: 1) no seasonal effect was indicated; 2) a sex

difference showed that male students achieved a high math score and
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female students a higher cumulative grade-point average; 3) caution

should be exercised in attributing season of birth to achievement.

Five thousand students at the University of Kansas were

classified by Smith (1942) according to their size of community of

residence and intelligence level. There was no regular progression

in average intelligence from the smallest to the largest community

but the investigator felt that this might be explained by. the fact that

the university was located in the smallest urban group.

Cook and Martinson (1962) related course workin high school

to achievement in college ina study of over 1000 men and 800 women.

Results of their investigation indicated that the study of particular

courses in high school had little relationship to college grades.

During the academic year of 1958-1959 at the University of

Florida, Sharp' (1962) compared 395 freshmen as toyears of study in

high school English, social studies, science and mathematics as well

as placement test scores and college grades. Results of this study

suggested that the amount of study, measured in years in which a

student took a particular subject, had no significant effect or direct

bearingupon the grade a student made in the same subject in the first

year of college.



Personality Variables and Academic Achievement

In the investigation of personality variables and its relationship

to academic achievement, some investigators report significant dif-

ferences, while others indicate a lack-of evidence in this respect.

Using the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory and the

College Inventory of Academic Adjustment, Centi (1961) compared 64

students enrolled during the 1955-1956 school year. Results of the

study indicated that with respect to the subjects and the school under

investigation, a definite relationship existed between level of achieve-

ment and selected adjustment factors. - Scores on the MMPI and the

CIAA indicated, in- general, that the -students- who rankedhigh in

achievement tended to be betterthan- the lowest ranking students so

far as adjustment goes.

Lynn (1959) attempted to relate two personality characteristics

-with academic achievement, u-sing 96 women-and 115 men from

Cambridge University. Good academic ach-ievers should be -character-

ized by high dr-ive levels and slow rate of accumulating inhibition.

He identified neuro-ticisrn- with automatic drive, and extroversion with

fast and slow dissipation of inhibition. It was found that introversion-

extroversion acted independently of intelligence. Those students

rejected for college entrance were more extroverted, whereas -the

matriculated--student scored significantly -higher on neuroticism.

19
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Women students scored higher than men on neuroticism and anxiety.

At the University. of Florida, Barger and Hall (1964) compared

scores from the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory, for two

groups of students; one group who had not completed two semesters of

school (called dropouts), and a second group who had completed their

first two semesters at the University. They concluded that the dis-

tribution of high points on the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality

Inventory for the dropouts differed significantly from that of the non-

dropouts. Those students who rated high on non-conformity, rebellion

and high activity level more frequently performed poorly, or dropped

out of school. Those males who had highscores on the scale reflect-

ing attitudes and interests related to sex roles, and those females who

had high scores on the scale reflecting assertiveness and generally

extroverted behavior had better achievement records and lower drop-

out rates than the average student.

Osborn (1964) compared scores of the Edwards Personal

Preference Survey 'for premedical students at Columbia College to

determine the relationship of achievement, order, and affiliation

needs with academic success. The results of the study did not support

the idea that there is a relationship between need strengths and grades.

Further, no support was found for the notion that those whose needs

are not satisfied will either retreat or strive in an exaggerated

manner rather than' strive moderately.
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Using the Bell Adjustment Inventory, Griffiths (1945) studied

differences in personality adjustment of freshman men at Ohio Uni-

versity, and their first semester grades. The following results were

reported:

Men who had been placed on academic probation were not

inferior in.personality scores to menof superior college ability.

Men with unsatisfactory health scoresshowed no significant

difference in their gradesfrom those with excellent health

scores.

Men with very unsatisfactory emotional adjustment scores

tended toward higher grades than men with excellent emotional

adjustment, but the difference was not significant.

At North Carolina State, Chanksy (1965) studied personality and

achievement in relationship to the following college curricula:

Agriculture, Engineering, Education, Physical Science, Forestry,

Text1es, and Applied Mathematics. The Structural Objective

Research Test (SORT) and the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) were

administered to the 1963freshman class with the following conclusion

being drawn: most SORT scores were uncorrelated with grade-point

average. Neither SAT math or verbal scores were significantly

related to GPA in any of the six areas of study.



Student Characteristics and Academic Achievement

A variety of student characteristics have been used by

investigators to compare and identify differences among university

students.

At theUniversity of California at Davis, Thompson (1966)

administered a survey form developed by Templetown, Glock and

Selznickto all freshmen entering in the Fall of 1960 inordertorelate

student commitment to academic performance. The investigator

concluded that the committed student was more persistent in his

interests in his chosen field; changed majors less frequently; with-

drew from collegeless often thanthe uncommitted student.

Preston and Botel (1952) compared 2,048 students from the

University of Pennsylvania on reading skills and reported the follow-

ing findings: there was no significant relationship between reading

skills as measured by the Iowa Silent Reading Test and academic

achievement. Further, the authors questioned the validity of the

Iowa Silent Reading Test as well as other reading tests which attached

undue importance to speed.

In an attempt to relate eight variables to achievement in college,

McMu.rtrey (1932) administered the Otis intelligence test as well as

a personal questionnaire to 65 students at Northern State College.

The investigator drew the following conclusions:

22
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The judgment of brighter college students as to their intelligence

was slightly superior to the judgment of their teachers concerning

the intelligence of the students. Students who earn all or part of their

expenses while attending:college were brighter than those who earned

none of their expenses, and brightness increased with an increase in

percentage earned. Members of college athletic teams were

decidedly. inferior intellectually and scholastically, to non-members.

College students who dance were slightly brighter than those who did

not dance, andtheir scholarship was slightly superior. Students who

attended movies most frequently were lower in intelligence yet higher

in scholarship than those who attended less frequently. Those who

attended movies less frequently earned abbut twice as much toward paying

their expenses as did others. Those who had no dates while incollege

were decidedly brighter than those who had dates, yet the scholarship

of the former was significantly lower than that of the latter.

Tucker (1965) categorized threegroups of students as highly

creative, neutral, or least creative at Colorado State College in1951

in order to determine a relationship between creativity and success

in college. Using theA.C. Test of Creatiyiy and theMinnesota Test

of Creative Thinking, he concluded that no significant relationship

between grade-point average and mean achievement scores on the

creativity tests were detected.

Six hundred entering freshman males and females at the East
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Texas State College were administered the School and College Ability

Test by Erb (1961) in 1959 inorder to detect a relationship between

conformity and achievement in college. He concluded: for female

students, high conformists received significantly, higher grade-point

averages than low conformity groups, whilefor male students this

was not found to be true. Females were found to.,be higher in con-

formity and there existed greater variability among men,

Wrenn and Humber (1941), in a study of men and women at the

University of Minnesota, compared study habits associated with high

and low scholarship. Groups of 50. sophomore men and women, in

Science, Literature and Arts were compared, with the following con-

...clusions: distribution of study time, sociability and concentration

revealed significant differences, while habits concerning the study

area and health sh.owed little differences, Since fewer study habits

differentiated women thanrrien, the authors concluded that women

are 'less variable in study. skills than are men,

From high school and college records of almost 2000 students

from a largenumber of schools, Odell (1933) examined theeffect of

early entrance upon. college success, The results indicated that

entrance to college one or two years before the average age had no

undesirable effect on the student s success in college. Age of. entrance

to. college was not a significant factor in the relationship between high

school marks and college marks, Students who entered at a younger
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age maintained the higher marks which they had earned in high school

and remained in college )onger than those who entered at the normal

or an older age. Because of social as well as other factors only a few

exceptional students should be allowed to enter college before they

are sixteen.

Keys (1933) also compared 430 early entrants to college at the

University of California for scholarship, extracurricular activities

and post-graduate careers. The findings showed that the younger

group made a much better showing scholastically, They took part in

more extracurricular activities, and tended to pursue post-graduate

and professional studies further than those who entered the university

two years older. The younger group rated themselves as satisfied

with their experience as undergraduates from the standpoint of social

adjustments.

A study similarto that of Odell and Keys was madeby Pierson

(1948) at Michigan State College in 1948. From school records and

the American Council on Education Examination, he found:

Those students who only recently left high school and pos-

sibly had not 'tforgotten how to study' were more successful

academically, at least at theend of their sophomore year, than

other students.

The age of a student upon enteringMichigan State College

was of little significance so far as his academic success was
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concerned.

A further attempt to correlate age and success in college was

made by Dwyer (1939) at the University of Michigan, with the follow-

ing conclusions:

There was a negative relationship between age and freshman

scholastic success which is usually measured by a correlation

coefficient of . 00 to-. 25.

There was a negative trend up to the entering age of twenty-

-one and a-positive trend from age -twenty-two.

This relationship appeared -to-continue for a given, entering

group with perhaps a tendency for the coefficients to decrease.

The tendency described is much more pronounced for men

than for -women.

Housing and Academic Achievement

The place of residence of the university student has be-enus-ed

by investigators-to examine its relationship to academic achievement

and other factors.

Students at Pennsylvania State University were-compared -accord-

ing -to student field of study to determine if grouping was educationally

advantageous. Two groups of women language majors and two groups

of women education majors were given a variety, of achievement tests

in the Fall of 1962 and again in the Spring of 1963 by Davison (1965).
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The findings were that the special language groups showed greater

gains in achievement test scores thandid theregularlanguagegroups.

Differences in the education groups were not as great but showed

some tendency toward favoring the special residence group.

In order to determine differences in academic performance of

freshman males as a function of residence hail housing, crew and

Giblette (1965) compared 171 roommate pairs at the University of

Maryland. The hypothesis that roommates taking the same course

will earn significantly higher grades thanpredicted by the American

College Test was upheld.

In considering the effect of housing policy on grade-point average,

Elton and Bate (1966) compared two groups of freshman men in 1963.

Sixty-nine roommate pairs were in the same academic field and 64

roommate pairs in different fields. After subdividing the groups into

students with C averages for the first semester and students below C

average, it was found that a student, whether having grades above or

below a C average, was not influenced by having a roommate in the

same or a different field. However, a personality inventory revealed

that roommates in the same field were more defensive and masculine,

accounted for by the fact that roommates in similar fields were all in

professional fields. The roommate sample consisting of different

fields was drawn from liberal arts majors.

Housing assignments for high ability students at theUniversity
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of Florida were based on two hypotheses: 1) Living with high ability

students would lead to stimulation of the other students in the living

group; 2) it would promote mutual stimulation among the high ability

students themselves. The four groups were average studentsliving

within a concentration ofhigh ability students, average students

randomly assigned to residence halls, high3bility studentsliving

within a concentration of high ability students, and highability stu-

dents randomly assigned to residence halls.

Grades and withdrawal rates were compared over a two-year

period. The concentration of high ability students was 25 percent of

the total number in the living unit the first year and 50 percent the

second year. DeCoster (1966) concluded that with a 25 percent con-

centrationof high ability students, differences in grades among the

four groups, with aptitude held constant, were negligible. During

the second year, with a 50 percent concentration of high ability stu-

dents, the high ability students living in close proximity to one

another had better grades, with aptitude held constant, than those

high ability students randomly assigned. But average students living

near high ability students had lower grades than average students

randomly assigned. Dropout rates did not differ appreciably for the

two groups of high ability students in either year; but in both years,

the average students living within a concentration of high ability

students had higher withdrawal rates than the other average students.
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In comparing college performance of fraternity members and

independent students, Willingham (1962) investigated 1049 freshman

grades. Two findings were: fraternity pledges had a somewhat lower

attrition rate during the freshman year and fraternity members

earned grades whichwere as high as or perhaps slightly higher than

those of independent students.

A comparative study of academic work done by 100 pairs of

students in fraternity and non-fraternity groups at Brown University

was conducted by MacPhail (1933). Equalizing the groupson two

entrance criteria, namely, position insecondaryschool class and

secondly, a general intelligence rating, he concluded:

The differences in the meanacademic averages, although

higher for the non-fraternity group, were not found to be

statistically significant.

The lowest fourths of both groups do about equally well

during the freshman year, but thereafter the fraternity group

tends to decline in performance and the non-fraternity group

to improve markedly. The non-fraternity group starts out at

a higher level and maintains a higher level throughout the four

years although the fraternity group does improve.

Buckner (1961) divided students into five ability groups at the

University of Missouri in order to determine if fraternities or

residence halls affect first semester grades among freshmen. Two
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hundred sixteen freshman pledges were compared with 266 residence

hail fre shmen, with the foilowing conclusion: there was no significant

difference found between first semester grade-point average of

fraternity members and residence hail groups.

The relationship between scholarship and housing was compared

for six schools within a university, by Van Aistine, Douglass and

Johnson (1942). Two hundred eighteen men in Medicine, 202 men in

Law, 95 students in Pharmacy, 110 men in Engineering, 229 men and

74 women in Business, and 16 men and 42 women in Education were

considered in the study. Two findings were reported:

If a student in Medicine, Law, Engineering, Business, or

Education remained in college during the period of study, it

made little difference where he lived as far as his record of

scholarship was concerned.

The students in the College of Pharmacy who lived at private

residences during the period of investigation achieved higher

scholarship than did students who lived in other.h.ousingsitua-

tions.

To assess the influence of fraternity, residence hall, and off-

campus living on students. of high,. average, and low college potential,

almost 1200 men at Indiana University were compared. Matson (1963)

concluded that academic potential was higher among students. in high-

prestige fraternities, middle-prestige fraternities, and .residence halls
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than among those in off-campus housing or low-prestige fraternities

through the first three yearsof college. Duringthesenioryearthedif-

ferences na longer existed. Slight differences in grades favoring

the high-prestige fraternities disappeared after the freshman year at

all levels of academic potential. Dropout rates at all four aptitude

levels were much higher in the residence hall and off-campus groups

than in the fraternity groups.

Prusok and Walsh (1964) at the State University of Iowa in 1961-

62 studied freshman grade-point averages in relationship to the

students' residence. With the grade-point averages adjusted for

differences in scholastic aptitude, the investigators found that there

was no significant difference among four types (fraternity, dormitory,

off-campus and home) of residence.

In order to investigate the effect of place of residence upon

academic performance of students at University of Iowa, Griffeth

(1958) compared the records of 514 men and 293 women in 1958. The

types of residence under investigation included residence halls,

fraternities and sororities, rooming houses, homes, and changed

housing. Using the following control variables, high school grade-

point average, rank in high school graduatingclass, age, combined

education of parents, father's occupation, percentile rank on the

University of Iowa Placement Test, he found that the type of residence

of women undergraduate students had no differential effect upon their
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academic achievement. Significant differences were found to exist

among the adjusted mean grade-point averages:for the 1953-54 fresh-

man men's housing groups and the 1956-57 seniormen's housing

groups. However, no significant differences were found among the

men's groups for any of the other years.

In examining student housing and its relationship to university

success,Walker (1935) compared 3345 students. The residenceh311

was found to have the highest correspondence to success in the

university. The private home was second, with the rooming house

and fraternity chapter having the lowest correlations with success.

Herbert (1966) studied the relationship between the percentage

of freshmenona residence hail floor and grade-point averages of the

occupants. Whether or not freshmen were separated from students

of other classes in dormitories had no effect on grades, in a study. of

1783 men in four residence halls at Kent State University.

The influence of campus environmental factors in college failure

was studied by Nasatir (1963) forthe 1959 entering freshman.class at

Berkeley. The highest percentage of academic failures (30 percent)

was found among students who listed nonacademic reasons for college

attendance but who lived in dormitories with a high proportion of

academically oriented students. Conversely, no failures were found

among academically oriented students who lived in and were involved

in the activities of dormitories in which academically oriented students
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predominated. The author further stated that students' attitudes and

the congruence of their attitudes with th.eir immediate campus

environments are important in determining academic success or

failure.

Students living in dormitories were compared with students

living at home by Drasgow (1958) in reference to ten variables. Two

groups of 81 students were matched for sex, marital status, major

and year in college. Theinvestigatorconcluded that dormitory

students were superior to students living at home in socio-economic

status and father's education butwere inferioron A.C.E. and

cooperative English test scores.

A comparison between students living in dormitories and those

living in private homes was made by Ludeman (1940). Average honor

points, a measure for college scholarship, was computed for the two

groups with the conclusion that dormitory students rated higher, with

1. 652 honor points, as compared with students in private homes,

with an average of 1. 485 honor points per hour. Ludeman suggested

two reasons may account for the differences: 1) more interplay of

ideas among several students taking the same subjects; 2) competition

between students for high grades was keener in the dormitories.

Freshman men living:in approved off-campus housingor with

relatives were compared with fraternity pledges and with the freshman

class as a whole as to grade-point average and dropoutra:te at Oregon
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State University. Robe rts (1963) reported the following findings:

Students living in university approved off-campus housing, compared

with those living off campus with relatives, had higher high school

averages (2. 6 compared with 2. 3) but a higher dropout rate during the

first semester (26 percent compared with 16 percent). Grades of

these two groups did not differ appreciably. Fraternitypledges had

higher high school averages and higher freshman.grades than did

men not in fraternities, a condition imposed by. the requirement of

a 2.5 high school average in order to pledge a fraternity.

Women who lived off-campus were studied by Neal (1961) at the

University, of Florida. From a73 percent response to a question-

naire sent to 150 women, linformation was obtained regarding per-

sonal characteristics, housing, academic performance, activities,

dating and opinions, on the advantages and disadvantages of off-

campus housing. Grades of off-campus women werehigher than

those of any other living group, although freshmen, who usually

have lower grade averages, were not in this group. Of thewomen

living off-campus, 45 percent did not belong to any, organized campus

group.

Dollar (1966) compared personal traits, values and background

characteristics of male freshmen in dormitories, fraternities and

off-campus housing at Oklahoma State University in the spring of

1963. The fraternity men, compared with theother two groups,
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were more concerned with social recognition, more dominant but also

more dependent in interpersonal situations, and less inclined toward

altruistic motives. They were also brighter, from larger high

schools, from families with higher incomes, and had better educated

fathers. Of the three groups, the off-campus students were the

group most concerned for the welfare of others, had the lowest

aptitude scores, and had the lowest family income. The dormitory

students were the most independent. First semester grades of the

three groups did not differ significantly.

Dropout rates and housing selection were studied by Alfert

(1966). After investigating 153 students, she concluded that the drop-

out rate was related to the living situation. The highest rates

occurred for subjects living in rooms, in boarding houses and at

home. The lowest rates were found arnong sororities, me&s

dormitories and cooperatives.

The scholarship of 520 students from diverselivingquarters

was studied by Peterson (1943) at the University of California, Davis

during the schools years 1939-40, 1940-41 and 1941-42. Using

matched groups from dormitories, fraternities, cooperatives, room-

ing houses and parents' homes, he found:

the average student in a dormitory at Davis did better

scholastically than if he lived in a fraternity;

the average dormitory student at Davis had abetter
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scholastic record than if he lived in a rooming house;

the average student at home in Davis achieved at a higher

level than ifhe lived in a fraternity;

the average student living in a rooming house at Davis

made abetter record than if helived inafraternity;

the average student ma cooperative did better scholastically

than if he lived at home;

the different types of living quarters listed in terms of

decreasing desirability in reference to academic achievement

would be: dormitory, cooperative, rooming house, home,

fraternity.

Four hundred fifty-six freshmen students at City college, New

York were compared on a variety of factors which were related to

college grades. Harris (1931), using the Army Alpha Test as a

basis for comparison; found the following factors to be associated

with receiving lower grades than would be expected from scores on

Army Alpha:

Non-conformity, in religious and otherfields.

Extroversion, as measured by a paper-and-pencil test.

Comingto college for prestige rather than knowledge.

Having literary, inclinations.

Doing comparatively well (i.e. , in relation to one's other

grades) in English and the social sciences.
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Doingcomparatively poor in mathematics, sciences and

languages other than English.

Preference for English, art and physical training in high

school.

Dislike for mathematics, sciences and modern foreign

languages in high school.

NOrthwestern rather than Southeastern European origin,

among non-Jews.

Coming from the local preparatory school.

Not studying sufficiently.

Feeling that one is handicapped.

Extra-curricular activity in addition to considerable out-

side work for self-support.

The following factors were not shown to have any appreciable or

consistent bearing on grades:

Number or type of books and periodicals read, or recrea-

tions.

Number or type of extra-curricular activities.

Inferiority-feeling, expressed or inferred.

Number of sibs; position among sibs; sex of sibs.

Lack of vocational choice.

Outside work for self-support.

Father's occupation. (Within limited range.)
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Age.

Physical details.

These factors were found to be associated with higher grades

than would be expected from scores on Alpha:

The intention to be a teacher.

Getting one's highest grades in the subjects one likes.



CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURE

For this study, the sample subjects were undergraduate students

at Oregon State University who were in their sophomore, junior or

senior year.

Criteria for Sample Selection

Since the study is concerned with the effects. of on-campus

versus off-campus residence on scholastic performance, four sample

groups (fraternity/sorority, cooperative group, residence hail group

and the off-campus group), were established. Eligibility, for sample

selection was restricted to those students who:

had maintained continuous enrollment in the 'University.

had entered the University directly from high school, and,

c, had maintained full-time student status.

Continuous on-campus residence for the fraternity/sorority, and

cooperative groups was defined as either, one movement from

residence halls to a fraternity/sorority, or cooperative, or as con-

tinuous residence in a fraternity or cooperative. Theresidence hall

group. consisted of those who had continuous-residence in one or more

on-campushalls whereas the off-campus group hadcontinuous

39
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residence in one or more campus halls prior to moving off-campus at

the beginning of the year of the study.

Selection of Samplesand Collection of Data

Data were collected for the off-campus, residence hall,

fraternity/sorority and cooperative groups as follows:

Off-Campus sample: A list of 107 students who were residing

off-campus in violation of University housing rules1 was obtained

from the housing office of Oregon State University. Included in the

list were sophomore and junior students who, at the time of registra-

tion, reported residences which were unapproved and unsupervised.

Twenty-eight males and thirteen females who had met all of the

sampling criteria were found and the pertinent data from their files

were recorded on a standard form.

On-Campus sample: Students for the on-campus groups--the

residence hall, cooperative, and fraternity/s orority group were

selected according to a random sampling process.

For the selection of the men1s residence hall sample,the follow-

ing process was followed. The approximate llOinches of personnel

cards from the Dean of Men's office were divided into sections of four

'A complete listing of Housing Rules for 1966-68 are given in
Appendix B.
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inches. One card was selected from the beginning of every four inch

block and subsequently checked against the samplingcriteria. If the

criteria were not fulfilled, the card was replaced and a new one drawn

from the same section. One student was chosenforeachfour inches

of cards until a total of twenty-eight were chosen from the total popula-

tion of residence hail men.

In the instance of the fraternity/sorority and cooperative male

group, sample members were drawn by means of a table of random

numbers (Li, 196) from numbered: lists of such students maintained

in the Dean of Men's office. As each prospective sample member was

drawn from the list, that student's file was checked againstthe S amp-

ling criteria. A total of twenty-eight students were chosenfrom the

total population of fraternity and cooperative group men.

Groups of thirteenwomen students were chosen from numbered

lists in the Dean of Women's office from the total female population of

residence halls, cooperatives and sororities in the same manner as

had been the men in fraternity and cooperatives.

High school grade-point averages, mathematics and verbal

deciles from the College Entrance Examination Board Scholastic

Aptitude Test (hereafter identified as SAT), age, majorfield and

present and past grade-point averages, wereobtainedfrom the

records of the Dean of Men and Women's offices. Included in the
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sample were only students who had all of the required data available.

Limitations and Controls

Very few married students live on campus so no comparisons

were made for this group.

Since all freshmen are required to live on campus (in residence

halls, fraternities/sororities, or cooperatives), no comparisons

between on- campus and off-campus housing were made.

It was necessary to eliminate senior education women from the

sample since they were responsible for student teaching assignments

prior to graduation thus requiring them to move from their prior on-

campus or off-campus residences to residences in the vicinity of their

teaching assignment.

For the residence hall sample, students who had moved from one

residence hall to another were included.

Students who falsified their addresses presented no problem for

this study since the off-campus sample were known violators of

housing rules and the cooperative, fraternity and sorority students

were controlled by a computer check of the students' registration

cards against lists originating from the housing group administrators.

Registration slips were checked each term to assure that a stu-

dent remained in the major field in which he had initially, enrolled as

a freshman.



Distribution of the Sample

A total of 164 men and women students were included in the

sample for this investigation. Table I represents the distribution

of the sample according to the number of upper and lower class men

and women for liberal arts and sciences and professional schools.

Treatment of Data
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After tabulations were made, the data were punched on a

standard punch card and analyzed for significant differences by the

Control Data 3300 machine.

Three types of experimental variables were analyzed:

observation variables, clas sification variables, and covariates.

Four indices which divided the students into sixteen subgroups

were designated as classification variables. They were sex, housing,

class and school.

Four measurable variables designated as covariates were:

age, highschoolgrade-point averages, and SAT
verbal and math decile scores. For some analyses associated with

grade-point averages for the year of the study (GPA2), grade-point

averages for one year prior to the study (GPA1) were introduced as

a covariate.

The two variables under observation were grade-point averages



Table 1. Number of Upper and Lower Class Men and Women for Liberal Arts and Sciences and
Profes sional Schools.

Fraternities/
Sororities Off- campus

M

Cooperatives
M

Residence
Halls

TotalM F Total M F Total F Total F Total

Liberal Arts and
Sciences Schools

Upper Class 5 3 8 3 5 8 0 4 1 4 24

Lower Class 7 3 10 9 1 10 5 4 5 11 40

Professional
Schools

Upper Class 3 11 11 6 4 10 -4 4 8 40

Lower Class 7 12 9 3 12 12 6 18 14 4 18 60

41 41 41 41 164
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for the year of the study (GPA2) and grade-point averages, for one year

prior to the study (GPA1).

University grade-point averages were used as a measure of

academic achievement for students in four types of residences. In

order to determine'what effect the classificationvariables and.co-

variates would have upon the observationvariables, thestatistical

technique utilized was one in'which the effect of the independent

variables could be eliminated,

In order toeliminate the bias due to the-classification.variables

and covariates, multiple covariance, a technique utilizedto com-

pensate for this bias, was applied. Multiple regressiontechniques

are combined with the analysis of covariance in a multiple analysis

of covariance technique. Covariance is especially useful when for

various reasons it is impossible or quite difficult to equate the groups

under analysis at the start. Individual differences account in part for

variation in the observation variables. If left uncontrolled, greater

variability would become evident in the analysis of the observation

variables.

There are four assumptions underlying multiple covariance.

The variances of theobservation variables are equal.

The observation variables are distributed accordingtoa

normal distribution.

The sample is random.
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4. The residual term means are equal to zero.

Primarily, multiple covariance techniques were utilized to

analyze differences in on_campus/off-campus groups. The variables

considered were derivedfrom previous studies or popular notions

about their relationship to academic achievement in the University.

Other variables which were not considered were eliminated inorder

to attain meaningful results in relationship totimeandexpense

involved.

The specific null hypotheses testedwere:

There is no relationship between academic achievement and

on-campus/off_campus housing.

There is no relationship between academic achievement and

age for students in on- campus 10ff- campus housing.

There is norelationshipbetween academic achievement and

past GPA for students in on- campus /off- campus housing.

There is no relationship, between academic achievement and

intelligence for students in on-campus/off-campus housing.



CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

In order to test the validity of the four hypotheses listed on page

46, the differences among means was tested by the multiple covariance

technique- -a mathematical means to calculate the significance of the

given variables utilizing a single group with multiple variations rather

than multiple groups where each has a single variation. Significance

was selected at the following levels: 2 ten percent, five percent and

one percent.

In the results which follow, each set3 of analyses is presented

with an individual analysis of covariance table and a summary co-

variance table. Where means are adjusted, additional tables are

furnished. The mathematical model for each set of analyses is found

in Appendix A.

Set One- -Characteristics and Variation in Four Groups

Testing Procedure- -Set Number One

For the first set of analyses, the multiple covariance

47

2After careful consideration and consultation with the Statistics
Department, three levels of significance, ten percent, five percent
and one percent, were adopted. The ten percent level was included in
order to avoid eliminating variables that approached significance.

3A set consists of a sequence which utilizes the sample mathe-
matical model for each of the analyses within it.
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mathematical model is indicated in equation 1 in Appendix A and

utilizes the following clas sificationvariables together with their

interactions: sex, school, housing and class. The covariates with

their interactions were: high school grade-point average, SAT verbal

scores, SAT math scores, and age.

Three analyses were contained in set numberone.

Analysis One- -Grade-point Averages One
Year Prior to the Study (GPA-1)

The first analysis was made in order to determine if any initial

variation in the groups existed one year prior to the investigation.

In this way it served as a control analysis in which the sample could

be examined in terms of any bias which might be introduced through

inequality in the groups. Additionally, it was used toanalyze the

hypotheses relating ageand intelligence to academic achievement.

The groups, one year prior to the study, lived on campus in

dormitories, fraternities/sororities or cooperatives. Approximately

60 percent of them were in their freshman year of college.

Results

The following variables accounted for significant differences in

the grade-point averages: highschool grade-point average (five per-

cent level); age (five percent level); high school grade-point average
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interacting with age (five percent level); SAT-verbal scores inter-

acting with SAT-math Scores (ten percent level); all the covariates

combined with all of the classification variables (one percent level)

all of the covariatescombined (one percent level).

None of the clas sif ication variables accounted for a significant

variation in the grade-point averages.

Table 2 shows a summary, of the analysisof covariance results.

Analysis Two--Grade-point Averages for the
Year of the Study (GPA-2)

Intelligence and age as related to academic achievement were

compared in analysis two. Grade-point averages for sophomores,

juniors, and seniors living both on-campus and off-campus were

analyzed.

.Results

For the classification variables,, only' class. 'was found to have a

significant effect on grade-point averages' (10 percent level). All co-

variates combined and' all covariates combined with all the classifica-

tionvariables had a significant' effect on grade-point averages at the

one percent level. No single covariates were found to have a sig-

nificant effect on the grade-point average.

A, summary of the analysis of covariance 'is shown in' Table' 3.



Table 2. Analysis 1--Analysis of Covariance for Grade-point
Averages for One Year Prior to the Study (GPA-l).

Variable df F Significance

Sex 1 135 .50 ns

School 1 1 35 . 57 ns

Housing 3 135 .58 ns

Class 1 135 .05 ns

Sex X school 1 135 .20 ns

Sex X housing 3 1 35 . 08 flS

Sex X class 1 1 35 . 05 ns

SchoolXhousing 3 135 .35 ns

School X class 1 135 .06 ns

Housing X class 3 135 . 64 ns

All classification variables
and interactions 18 135 .42 flS

All covariates 10 135 5.76 .01

High school GPA 1 135 5.62 .05
SAT verbal 1 135 . 38 ns

SAT math 1 135 .00 ns

Age 1 135 5.18 .05
H.S. GPAXSAT verbal 1 135 .16 nS

H. S. GPA X SAT math 1 135 . 00 ns

H.S. GPAXage 1 135 4,62 .05
SATverbalXSATmath 1 135 2,87 .10

SAT verbalXage 1 135 .32 ns

SAT mathXage 1 135 .01 ns

All covariates and all
classification variables 28 135 2.70 .01

TX11 indicates interaction between two. variables.
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Table 3, Analysis 2--Analysis of Covariance for Grade-point
Averages for the Year of the Study (GPA-2).

51

Variable df F Significance

Sex 1 135 .93 ns

School 1 1 35 . 69 ns

Housing 3 135 . 69 ns

Class 1 135 3.46 .10

Sex X school 1 135 .91 ns

Sex X housing 3 1 35 . 43 ns

SexXclass L 135 .73 fls

SchoolXhousing 3 135 .85 ns

School X class 1 135 .26 ns

Housing X class 3 135 . 32 ns

All classification variables
and interactions 18 135 .75 ns

All covariates 10 135 6.08 .01

High school GPA 1 135 2. 32 ns

SAT verbal 1 135 .52 ns

SAT math 1 135 .02 ns

Age 1 135 1.46 ns

H.S. GPAXSAT verbal 1 135 .33 ns

H. S. GPA X SAT math 1 135 . 00 ns

H.S. GPAXage 1 135 1,65 ns

SAT verbal X SAT math 1 1 35 . 47 ns

SAT verbal X age 1 1 35 . 29 ns

SAT mathX age 1 135 .04 ns

All covariates and all
classification variables 28 135 2.73 .01



Analysis Three- -Differences in Grade-point Averages for
Year of the Study and One Year Prior to the Study

In order to test the hypothesis relating housing to academic

achievement for the four groups, differences in the grade-point

averages for the year of the study and one year prior to the study

were examined.

Results

Only class showed a significant effect on grade-point averages

(ten percent level). None of the covariates taken singly nor all of the

covariates combined had a significant effect on grade-point averages.

Table 4 presents a summary of the analysis of covariance results.

Summary of Results

The summary of the analyses of covariance used to test the null

hypotheses is given in Table 5. From the first analysis, no variations

were found in the groups under observation. Since all the students

lived on- campus one year prior to the study, indications were that the

random sampling process resulted in selecting four groups equal in

grade-point averages, class, sex and school after adjusting by the

covariates. Since all groups were equal in academic achievement

as measured by grade-point averages prior to moving off-campus,

the investigation was continued in order to determine the effect of
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Table 4. Analysis 3--Analysis of Covariance for the Differences
Between Grade-point Averages for the Year of the Study
(GPA-2) and Grade-point Averages for One Year Prior to
the Study (GPA-1).

Variable df F Significance

Sex 1 135 .09 ns

School 1 135 .01 ns

Housing 3 135 . 35 ns

Class 1 135 3. 37 .10

Sex Xschool 1 135 .34 ns

Sex Xhousing 3 135 .24 ns

Sex X class .1 135 . 50 ns

School X housing 3 135 . 50 ns

SchoolX class 1 135 .09 ns

Housing Xclass 3 135 .26 ns

All classification variables
and interactions 18 135 54 ns

All covariates 10 135 .76 ns

High school GPA 1 135 .77 ns

SAT verbal 1 135 .02 ns

SATmath 1 135 .02 ns

Age 1 135 1.28 ns

H, S. GPA X SAT verbal 1 1 35 . 04 ns

H. S. GPA X SAT math 1 135 . 00 ns

H.S. GPAXage 1 135 .82 ns

SAT verbal X SAT math 1 1 35 1. 1 6 flS

SAT verbal X age 1 135 . 00 ns

SAT math X age 1 135 .01 ns

All covariates and all
classification variables 28 135 . 58 ns
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Table 5. Comparison of Multiple covariance Results for Set One.

Variable
Analysis

1

Significance
Analysis Analysis

3

Sex ns ns ns

School ns ns ns

Housing ns ns ns

Class ns .10 .10

Sex X school ns us ns

Sex X housing ns fls 15
Sex X class ns ns ns

School X housing ns ns ns

School X class ns -ns ns

Housing X class ns ns ns

All classification
variables and inter-
actions ns ns ns

All covariates .01 .01 ns

H.S. GPA .05 ns ns

SAT verbal ns ns ns

SAT math ns ns ns

Age .05 ns ns
H.S. GPAXSAT verbal ns us ns

H. S. GPA X SAT math ns ns ns

H.S. GPAXage .05 Us ns

SAT verbal X SAT math .10 ns ns

SAT verbal X age ns ns ns

SAT math X age ns ns ns

All covariates and all
classification variables . 01 . 01 ns
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living off-campus. The grades obtained during the second yearwere

studied and analyzed according to the stated hypotheses.

Hypothesis 1. There is norelationshipbetween academic

achievement and on-campus/off-campus housing.

No significant variationin grade-point averages for the groups

during the second year of the study (GPA-2) existed. The difference

was calculated for grade-point averagesfor the year of the study

(GPA-Z) and grade-point averages th.e year prior to the study (GPA-l).

These differences were used in an analysisof covariance and the

results are shown in Table 4. When the effects of all the other

variables were eliminated, housing in itself did riot contribute sig-

nificantly to the differences in the grade-point average obtained.

Conclusion: There is no relationship between academic achieve-

ment and on-campus/off-campus housing.

Hypothesis 2. There is no relationship between academic

achievement and age for students in on-campus/off-campus housing.

The relationship between age and grade-point averages and age

interacting with high school grade-point averages was significant at

the five percent significance level during the first year of the study.

However, for analyses two and three, no significant relationship

existed between the mean ages and grade-point averages.

Although class accounted for a significant difference in grade-

point averages for the groups at the ten percent level in both analyses,
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this may be explained as follows: with the controls placed on the

sample (students were required to come directly from high school

and to have maintained continuous residence at Oregon State Univer-

sity), a strong correlationbetween age and; class resulted. Thus the

difference in class could have subsequentlybeen reflected in the sig-

nificant relationship :between age and grade-point averages in

analysis one, while in analyses two andthree this difference was

explained bythe class variable itself.

During the year of the investigation, agewasfound to be

unrelated to academic achievement. However, additional data relating

age to academic achievement was analyzedin-subsequent tests and

therefore no conclusion;regarding the hypothesis was made at this

point.

Hypothesis3. There is no relationship between academic

achievement and past GPA for students in on-campus/off-campus

housing.

Data relating academic achievement to past grade-point

averages were incorporated inlater tests and thereforeno conclusions

pertaining to the hypothesis were made from these analyses.

Hypothesis 4. There isno relationship between academic

achievement and intelligence for students in on-campus/off-campus

housing.

In all three analyses, intelligence as measured bythe
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Scholastic Aptitude Test scores was found to have no effect on grade-

point averages.

Conclusion: There is no relationshpbetweenintelligence and

academic achievement for students in on-campus/off-campus housing.

Additional Results

High school grade-point averages and.highschool grade-point

averages interacting with age had asignificant effect onthe grade-

point averages for one year prior to the study, while the two addi-

tional analyses showed these covariates to be insignificant. These

variables characterize the groups as they enter the University. As

indicated previously, approximately 60 percent of all students were

freshmen during the first year of the investigation. High school

grade-point averages, although related to achievement during the first

year of college, lose their significance as the students remain at the

University.

Covariates

Grade-point averages vary from student to student. Covariates

explain a significant amount of the variations found (one percent level)

and therefore aregood indicators in explaining differences found in

grade-point averages.



Set Two- -Characteristics and Variations in Four
Groups Compared Two at a Time

By comparing four groups. as in set. one, differences among

individual groups may be masked in the overall variations: of all the

groups. To obtain a more precise measure of thedifferences among

groups, the off-campus group was compared individually, with the on-

campus groups. The residence hall group:was then compared with the

other on-campus groups to show variations in the on-campus groups.

Grade-point average for theyear prior to the study (GPA-l) was

considered as a covariate in order to eliminate any variations in the

groups due to grade-point averages. Thus the effect ofhousing:on

grade-point averages could be checked, hypotheses two and three

verified, and hypothesis four analyzed.

Testing Procedure--Set Number Two

Sex, school, housing and..class, together with theirinteractions,

were designated, as in set one, as the classification variables. As

'with set one, high school grade-point averages, SAT verbal, scores,

SATmath.scores, age, and their interactions plus grade-point

averages, one year prior to the study (GPA-l) were 'included as

covariates.
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Analysis One- - Fraternity/Sorority vs. Off-campus Grade-point
Averages for the Year of the Study (GPA-2)

Grade-point averages were compared for the fraternity!

sorority and off-campus groups inanalysis one. Theeffect of housing

on grade-point average was examined and the relationship of age,

intelligence and past grade-point average to present grade-point

average was checked.

Results

The following variables accounted for a significant difference in

grade-point averages for the year of the study: GPA-1, grade-point

averages for one year prior to the study. (one percent level)., all

of the classificationvarjables combined with all of thecovariates (one

percent level) and all the covariates (one percent level).

The analysis is summarized in Table 6.

Analysis Two--Cooperatives vs. Offcampus Grade-point
Averages for the Year of the Study (GPA-2)

Grade-point averages for cooperatives and off-campus students

were analyzed in the second analysis. The relationship of age,

intelligenc and past grade-point averages to present grade-point

averages was checked and the effect of housing on grade-point

averages was studied.
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Table 6. Analysisl--Analysis of Covariancefor Grade-point
Averages for the Year of the Study (GPA-2) for
Fraternity/Sorority vs. Off-campus.
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Variable df F Significance

Sex 1 60 .30 ns
Class 1 60 200 ns
Housing .1 60 . 33 ns
School 1 60 . 20 ns
SchooiX housing 1 60 , 31 ns
School X sex 1 60 57

Class Xsex 1 60. .14 ns
School X class 1 60 . 16 ns
Sex X housing 1 60 . 28 ns
Class Xhousing 1 60 2.79 ns
All covariates 11 60 7. 60 .01
H.S. GPA 1 60 .16 ns
SAT verbal 1 60 . 07 fls

SATmath 1 60 .76 ns
Age 1 60 .13 ns
GPA-1 1 60 37.80 .01
H. S. GPA X SAT verbal 1 60 . 91 ns
H.S, GPAXSAT math '1 60 .00 ns
H. S. CPA X age 1 60 .. 04 ns
SAT verbal X SAT math 1 60 03 ns
SAT verbal X age 1 60 .. 00 ns
SAT math X age 1 60 . 88 flS

All covariates and all
classification variables 21 60 4.30 .01



Results

Those variables having a significant; effect on grade-point

averages were as follows: GPA-1 (one percent level); SAT verbal

scores interacting with SAT math scores (five percent level); all of the

covariates combined (one percent level), and all covariates and all

clas sification variables combined (one percent level).

The results of the analysis are shown in Table 7.

Analysis Three--Residence Halls vs. Off-campus Grade-point
Averages for the Year of the Study (GPA-Z)

In analysis three, the relationship between past and present

grade-point averageswas analyzed for the residence halls and off-

campus groups. The effect of housing on academic achievement was

examined and the relationship between present grade-point averages,

age, intelligence and past grade-point averages was checked.

Results

Grade-point averages forone yearprior to the study (GPA-l),

and all covariates combined as well as covariates combined with all

classification variables had a significant effect on grade-point

averages at the one percent level. Table 8 presents a summary of

the analysis of covariance results.
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Table 7. Analysis 2- -Analysis of Covariance for Grade-point
Averages for the Year of the Study (GPA-2) for Co-
operatives vs. Off-campus.
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Sex 1 60 .80 ns
Class 1 60 1.82 .ns

Housing 1 60 .. 61 ns
School 1 60 22 ns

School X housing 1 60 .. 04 ns
School X sex 1 60 2. 17 ns
Class X sex 1 60 . 54 ns

School Xclass 1 60 1.01 ns
Sex Xhousing 1 60 2.09 nS

Class X housing 1 60 .. 03 us

All covariates 11 60 7.95 .01
H.S. GPA 1 60 .46 us
SAT verbal 1 60 . 89 ns
SATmath 1 60 .19 ns
Age 1 60 . 38 us
GPA-1 1 60 36.14 .01
H.S. GPAXSAT verbal 1 60 .00 ns

H.S. GPAXSAT math 1 60 .06 ns
H. S. GPA X age 1 60 . 60 ns
SAT verbal X SAT math 1 60 4. 13 . 05

SAT verbal X age 1 60 . 61 ns

SAT math X age 1 60 . 14 fl5

All covariates and all
classificatjonvariables 21 60 4.85 .01

Variable cli F Significance



Table 8. Analysis 3--Analysis:of Covariance for Grade-point
Averages for the Year of the Study (GPA-2) for
Residence Halls vs. Off-campus.

Sex 1 60 .01 ns
Class 1 60 .01 ns
Housing 1 60 .. 00 ns
School 1 60 .. 13 ns
School X housing 1 60 . 01 ns
School X sex 1 60 .73 ns
Class X sex 1 60 1.49 ns
School X class 1 60 1. 64 ns
Sex Xhousing 1 60 .11 xis

Class Xhousing 1 60 .22 ns
All covariates 11 60 7.07 .01
SAT verbal 1 60 . 01 ns
SAT math 1 60 . 39 "5
Age 1 60 .00 ns
GPA-1 1 60 27.02 .01
H, S. GPA X SAT verbal 1 60 . 00 ns
H. S. GPA X SAT math 1 60 . 00 ns
H.S. GPAXage 1 60 .10 ns
SAT verbal X SAT math 1 60 1. 12 ns
SAT verbal X age 1 60 . 02 ns
SAT math X age 1 60 . 33 ns
All covariates and all
classification variables 20 60 4. 35 . 01

High school grade-point average was inadvertently dropped from the
analysis.
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Analysis Four- - Residence Halls vs. Fraternity/Sorority
Grade-point Averages for the Year of the Study (GPA-2)

For the residence hail group and fraternity/sorority group,

analysis four compared the present and past grade-point averages.

Additionally, the effect of housing on grade-point averages was

studied as well as the relationship between present grade-point

averages, age, intelligence and past grade-point averages.

Results

Those variables showing a significant effect on grade-point

averages were as follows: class (ten percent level); theinteraction

of school and sex (one percent level); grade-point averagesfor the

year prior to the study (ten percent level) and all the covariates com-

bined as well as all of the covariates combined withall the classifica-

tion variables (one percent level).

Table9 presents a summary of the analysis of covariance

results.

Analysis Five- -Residence Halls vs. Cooperative Grade-point
Averages for the Year of the Study (GPA-Z)

Residence hail students werecompared with cooperatives in

analysis five inorder to determinetheeffect of housing ongrade-

point averages. Additionally, the relationshipbetween age,
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Table 9. Analysis 4--Analysis of Covariance for Grade-point
Averages for the Year of the Study (GPA-2) for Residence
Halis vs.. Fraternities/Sororities.

Variable df F Significance

Sex 1 60 2.14 ns

Class 1 60 3. 36 . 10

Housing 1 60 .03 ns

School 1 60 . 28 ns

School X housing 1 60 . 19 ns

School X sex 1 60 7. 54 01

Class Xsex 1 60 1.10 ns

School X class 1 60 .77 ns

Sex Xhousing .1 60 .07 ns

Class Xhousing 1 60 .11 ns

All covariates 11 60 9.26 .01

H.S. GPA 1 60 1.29 ns

SAT verbal 1 60 . 02 ns

SATmath 1 60 .06 ns

Age 1 60 .47 ns

CPA-i 1 60 3.65 .10
H. S. GPA X SAT verbal 1 60 . 17 ns

H.S. GPAXSAT math 1 60 .05 ns
H.S. GPAXage 1 60 1.10 ns

SAT verbal X SAT math 1 60 1. 65 ns

SATverbalX age 1 60 .01 ns

SAT math X age 1 60 . 01 ns

All covariates and all
classificationvarjables 21 60 5. 54 .01
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intelligence and past grade-point averages was checked.

Results

Grade-point averages one year prior to the study (GPA-l) had

a significant effect on grade-point averages for the yearof the study

(GPA=Z) at the one percent level. All of the covariates combined and

all of the classjficatj.on variables combined with the covariatesha.d a

significant effect on grade-point averages at the one percent level.

A summary of the results of the analysis of covariance is found

in Table 10.

Summary of Results

The off-campus group was compared one at a time to the three

on-campus groups. The on-campus groups were compared bynsing

the residence hall group as acontrol group and comparing:it

individually with theother two on-campus groups. For th.efive

analyses of covariance tests, none showed that housing had a signifi-

cant effect on the grade-point averages obtained. This verified the

conclusion from set one that there is no relationship between

academic achievement and. on- campus /off- campus housing.

Age and intelligence were also found to be unrelated to academic

achievement in all five analyses. This again verified the conclusion

reached in set one that there is no relationship between intelligence
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Table 10. Analysis 5--Analysis of Covariance for Grade-point
Averages for the Year of the Study (GPA-2) for Residence
Halls vs. Cooperatives.

Variable df F Significance

Sex 1 60 2.43 ns

Class 1 60 1.34 ns

Housing 1 60 .06 ns

School 1 60 .. 72 ns

School X housing 1 60 . 1 6 ns

School X sex 1 60 , 13

Class X sex 1 60 . 74 ns

School X class 1 60 . 50 ns

Sex X housing 1 60 . 23 ns

Class Xhousing 1 60 .40 ns

AU covariates 11 60 7.08 .01

H.S. GPA 1 60 .31 ns

SAT verbal 1 60 . 21 ns

SAT math 1 60 . 36 ns

Age 1 60 .07 ns

GPA-1 1 60 31.24 .01

H. S. GPA X SAT verbal 1 60 . 00 ns

H,S. GPAXSAT math 1 60 .01 ns

H. S. GPA X age 1 60 . 27 ns

SAT verbal X SAT math 1 60 . 12 ns

SAT verbal X age 1 60 . 16 ns

SAT math x age 1 60 . 45 flS

All covariates and all
classification variables 21 60 4. 56 . 01
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Tablell. Comparison of Multiple CovarianceResults for Set Two.

Significance
Variable Analysis Number

1 2 3*' 4 5

Sex ns ns ns ns ns

Class ns ns ns .10 ns

Housing ns ns ns :ns ns

School ns ns ns ns ns

School X housing ns ns ns ns .ns
School X sex ns ns ns . 01 ns

Class Xsex ns ns ns ns fls

School X class ns ns ns ns ns

Sex Xhousing ns ns ns ns

Class Xhousing ns ns :ns .ns ns

All covariates .01 .01 .01 .01 .01

H. S. GPA ns ns ns ns

SAT verbal ns ns ns ns

SAT math ns ns ns ns ns

Age ns ns ns ns ns

GPA-1 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01

H. S. GPA X SAT verbal ns ns ns ns ns

H. S. GPA X SAT math ns ns ns ns ns

H.S. GPAXage ns ns ns ns ns

SAT verbal X SAT math ns . 05 ns ns xis

SAT verbal X age ns ns ns ns ns

SAT math X age ns ns ns ns ns

All covariates and all
classificationvariables .01 .01 .01 .01 .01

High school grade-point average was inadvertently dropped from the
analysis.
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and academic achievement and showed that age was also unrelated to

academic achievement.

On the other hand, the previous year's grade-point average was

found tobe highly-related to the grade-point average obtained during

the year of this investigation. Therefore, the-best-predictor of a

student's 'grades" was the grade-point average obtained the-previous

year. The grade-point averages- obtained are not significantly

influenced:by housing, age or -intelligence as -measured by the

Scholastic Aptitude Test.

A comparative summary of the analyses-of covariance is shown

in Table 11.

Summary of Null Hypotheses

Table 12 presents a summary pertaining to the acceptance-or

rejection of the -four null hypotheses.

Table 12. Summary Table Pertaining to the Retention
- or Rejection of the Null Hypotheses.

Variable Corresponding Hypothesis

Housing Accepted

Age Accepted

Past grade-point average Rejected

Intelligence -Accepted



Set Three- -Effect of Reducing the Mathematical Model in the
Evaluation of Group Characteristics and Variations

For this set of analyses, the off-campus andresidence hall

groups were compared for the purpose of investigating the effect of

reducing the size of the mathematical model to fewer covariates.

Equation two (Appendix A), which included all of the covariates, was

contrasted with equation three (Appendix A) from which thefollowing

three analyses were derived: age as a single covariate (analysis one);

GPA-1 as a single covariate (analysis two); and age and GPA-1

(analysis three).

In order to evaluate the role of the covariates in the models,

the Error Mean Square was utilized. This measure of the variance

was used to evaluate the ITfitnessh of the statistical model to the data

obtained. In general, the smaller the Error Mean Square value, the

better the fit of the model to the data obtained. Thus, the Error Mean

Square was studied in order to compare the resulting.error between

equations two and three.

Testing Procedure--Set Number Three

The following four classification variables and their interactions

were utilized: sex, school, housing, and class.
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Analysis One--Grade-point Averages for the Year of the Study
(GPA-Z) for Residence Halls vs. Off-campus

Grade-point averagesfor theresidence hallgroup:were com-

pared with the off-campus group in analysis one. Age was utilized

as the only covariate in the mathematical model.

Results

The only variable with a significant effect on grade-point

averages was the interaction between school and class (ten percent

level). Age as a covariate did not show a significant effect on grade-

point averages. Table 13 shows the summary of the analysis of co-

variance.

Analysis Two--Grade-point Averages for the Year of the Study
(GPA-2) for Residence Halls vs. Off-campus

In analysis two, grade-point averages for the residence hail

and off-campus groups were examined. A single covariate,: grade-

point averages for one year prior to the study (GPA-1), was intro-

duced into the model.

Re s ult s

At the one percent level, both grade-point averages forone

yearprior to the study (GPA-1) and all theclassificationvariables
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Table 13. Analysis 1--Analysis of Covariance for Grade-point
Averages forthe Yearof the Study (GPA-2) for
Residence Halls vs. Off-campus.

Variable df F Significance

Sex 1 70 .18 ns

Class 1 70 .02 ns

Housing 1 70 .16 ns

School 1 70 1. 33 ns

School X housing 1 70 . 48 ns
School Xsex 1 70 .90
Class X sex 1 70 . 00 ns

School X class 1 70 2. 88 . 10

Sex Xhousing l 70 .11 ns

Class Xhousing 1 70 1.45 ns

Age 1 70 .67 ns

All classification
variables and one
covariate 1 70 .72 ns



combined with a single covariate had a significant effect on grade-

point averages. Table 14 presents a summary of the analysis.

Analysis Three- -Grade-point Averages for the Year of the
Study (GPA-2) for Residence Halls vs. Off-campus

For the residence hail and off-campus group, grade-point

averages were studied in analysis three. Two covariates, age and

GPA-1, were utilized in the mathematical model.

Results

Grade-point averages for one year prior to the study (GPA-1)

and all classification variables combined with thecovariates had a

significant effect on grade-point averages for the year of the study at

the one percent level. Presented in Table 15 is the summary of the

covariance analysis.

Summary of Results

Shown in Table 16 are the comparisonsforthe analyses of

covariance for set three.

Table 17 presents the results of the Error Mean Squares (EMS)

which were used to compare the value of the various mathematical

models.

For the model given in Equation two, the EMS without variables
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Table 14. Analysis 2--Analysis of Covariance for Grade-point
Averages for the Year of the Study (GPA-2) for
Residence Halls vs. Off-campus.

Variable df F Significance

Sex 1 70 .00 ns

Class .1 70 .22 ns

Housing 1 70 .00 ns

School 1 70 .33 ns

SchoolXhousing 1 70 .13 ns

School X sex 1 70 45

Class Xsex 1 70 .44 ns

School Xclass 1 70 2.56 ns

SexXhousing 1 70 .25 us

Class Xhousing 1 70 .01 ns

GPA-1 1 70 69.86 .01

All classification
variables and one
covariate 11 70 7.70 .01



Table 15. Analysis 3--Analysis of Covariance for Grade-point
Averages for the Year of the Study (GPA-2) for
Residence HaUsvs. Off-campus.

Variable df F Significance

Sex 1 69 . 00 ns
Class 1 69 .01 ns
Housing 1 69 . 00 ns
School 1 69 42 ns

SchoolXhousing 1 69 .17 ns
School X sex 1 69 . 68 ns
Class Xsex 1 69 .44 fls

School X class 1 69 2. 60 ns
Sex Xhousing 1 69 .17 ns
Class Xhousing 1 69 .17 ns
Age 1 69 .94 ns
GPA-1 2 69 35. 30 .01
All classification
variables and co-
variates 12 69 7.00 .01
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Table 1 6. Comparison of Multiple Covariance Results for Set Three,

Significance
Analysis Analysis Analysis

Variable 1 2 3

Sex ns ns ns

Class ns -ns -ns

Housing -ns ns --ns

School ns ns ns

School X housing ns ns ns

School X sex ns ns ns

Class X sex ns ns ns

School X-class -.10 ns ns

Sex X housing ns - ns ns

Class Xhousing ns ns ns

Age ns - - ns

GPA-1 .01 .01

All classification
variables andco-
-variates ns .01 .01



Table 17. ErrorMean Squares for Off-campus vs. Residence Hall
for Equation 2 and Equation 3.

Error Mean Square (EMS)
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Model Given
by Equation Covariates

No Variables
in Model

All Classification
Variables Plus

Given Covariates

2 Age, SAT math,
SAT verbal, H. S.
GPA and all inter-
actions, GPA- 1 0.21 0.11

3 with
Age 0.21 0.21

3 with
13

= 0 GPA-1 0.21 0.11

3 Age and GPA-1 0.21 0.11
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is 0.21 which is reduced to 0. 11 when all of the classification

variables and covariates are included. It can be shown statistically

that this difference between an EMS of 0.21 and 0. 11 is significant

at the one percent level of confidence, and that inclusion of these

variables results in a statistically better model.

Additionally, it can be shown that there is no significant dif-

ference in the EMS between the model given by Equation 2 and that

given by Equation 3 with 131 equal to zero while the EMS for the

model given by 3 with 132 equal to zero is significantly (at the one

percent level) less precise. It can be concluded that the reduction

of the model to Equation 3 with = 0 does not significantly alter

the results.

Conclusion

GPA-1 could be used as the only covariate in the future analyses

as it was found to be as accurate as the more complicated models that

included all of the covariates and their interactions.

Set Four- - The Effect of Moving to Off-campus Housing

The purpose of this set of analyses was to determine the effect

of moving from supervised to unsupervised housing. Both the

residence hail group and the off-campus group had lived in residence

halls one year prior to the investigation. Subsequently, the students

in the off-campus sample moved to off-campus housing and the students
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in the residence hall sample remained inresidence halls. Thus,

the effect of moving from supervised tounsupervised housing could

be studied by comparingthe grade-point averages of these two groups.

The initial effect of moving to unsupervised housing was

measured by comparing the grade-point averages of the groups at the

end of the first quarter (f all term). To determine the effect of

unsupervised housing over a continued period of time, the groups were

compared at the end of the secondand third quarters (winter and

spring term).

The means were statistically adjusted for the single covariate,

GPA-1, and were compared in order to determine which group

achieved higher mean grade-point averages. Three sets of adjusted

means were calculated; by housing and sex, by housing alone, and by

sex alone.

Testing Procedure- -Set Number Four

The multiple covariance mathematical model utilized for the

fourth set of analyses is indicated in Equation 4, Appendix A. For

the adjusted means, the model is found in Equation 5, Appendix A.

All of the following classification variables and their inter-

actions were considered in the model.--sex, class, housing, and

school. Grade-point average one year prior to the study (GPA-l)

was the single covariate for the model.



Analysis 1. Grade-point Averages for Fall Term for
Residence Halls vs. Off-campus Housing. Results--Analysis
of Covariance
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For fall term the following variables were found to have a sig-

nificant effect on grade-point averages: Housing (ten percent level);

GPA-1 (one percent level); the interaction between school and housing

(five percent level) and all of the classification variables combined

with the single covariate (one percent level).

Table 18 shows a summary of the analysis of covariance.

Results--Adjusted Mean Grade-point Averages

Table 19 presents a summary of the calculated and adjusted

mean scores for fall term grade-point averages. The adjusted mean

grade-point average for the on-campus group (supervised) was 2.42,

while the off-campus (unsupervised) group was 2. 50. Thus, the off-

campus group did significantly better than the residence hail group.

Analysis 2. Grade-point Averages for Winter Term
for Residence Halls vs. Off-campus Housing. Results--
Analysis of Covariance

For winter term the variables which had a significant effect

on grade-point averages were: housing (five percent level); the inter-

action between sex and housing (five percent level) as well as the

interaction between school and housing (ten percent level); the
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Table 18. Analysis 1--Analysis of Covariaricefor Grade-point
Averages for Fall Termfor Re sidence Halls vs.
Off- campus.

Variable df F Significance

Sex 1 70 .08 ns

Class 1 70 .06 ns

Housing 1 70 3.37 .10
School 1 70 .44 ns

School X housing 1 70 5.75 .05
SchoolX sex 1 70 2.14 ns

Class Xsex 1 70 .40 ns

School X class 1 70 .12 ns

Sex Xhousing 1 70 2.63 ns

Class Xhousing 1 70 2.35 ns

GPA-1 1 70 235.72 .01

All classification
variables and one
covariate 11 70 24,88 .01

Error Mean Square-- no variables in model = 0. 28
Error Mean Square -- all variables in model = 0. 07



Table 19. Calculated and Adjusted Mean Grade-point Averages for
Fall Term by Housing and Sex.
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Source
Calculated

Mean
Adjusted

Mean

Housing by Sex

Men Residence Halls 2. 35 2. 46
Men Off-campus 2. 37 2.48

Women Residence Halls a. 47 2.34
Women Off- campus 2. 51 2. 55

Housing

Residence Halls 2.45 2.42
Off-campus 2. 48 2. 50

Sex

Men 2.44 2.47
Women 2.. 49 2.44

All Group Grade-point Average 2.. 46 2.. 46
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interaction between school and sex (ten percent level); school (ten

percent level); GPA-1 (one percent level) and all of the classification

variables combined with the singlecovariate, GPA-1 (one percent

level).

A summary is presented in Table 20.

Results--Adjusted Mean Grade-point Averages

The winter term calculated and adjusted mean grade-point

averages are shown in Table2l. The adjusted mean grade-point

averages for the on-campus group (supervised) was 2. 53 while the

adjusted mean grade-point averagesfor the off-campus group (unsuper-

vised) was 2.43. Thus, the supervised group did better at the ten

percent level of confidence as indicated by, the analysis of covariance.

Analysis 3. Grade-point Averages for Spring Term for
Residence Halls vs. Off-campus Housing. Results--
Analysis of Covariance

Grade-point averages for one year prior to the study (GPA-1)

and all of the classification variables combined with a single covariate

had a significant effect on grade-point averages for Spring term at the

one percent level.

Table 22 shows the summary of the analysis.



Error Mean Square-- no variables in model = 0. 31

Error Mean Square -- all variables in model 0. 05
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Table 20. Analysis 2--Analysis of Covariance for Grade-point
Averages for Winter Term for Residence Halls vs.
Off- campus.

Variable df F Significance

Sex 1 70 1.11 ns

Class :1 70 .75 ns

Housing 1 70 6.28 .05
School 1 70 2. 93 . 10

SchoolXhousing 1 70 .3.14 .10

School X sex 1 70 3.03 .10

Class Xsex 1 70 .00 ns

School X class 1 70 .2.35 ns

Sex Xhousing 1 70 4.53 .05
Class Xhousing 1 70 2.04 ns

GPA-1 1. 70 414.02 .01

All classification
variables andone
covariate 11 70 41.79 .01
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Table 21. Calculated and Adjusted Mean Grade-point Averages for
Winter Term by Housing and Sex.

Source
Calculated

Mean
Adjusted

Mean

Housing by Sex

Men Residence Halls 2.44 2. 38
Men Off-campus 2.41 2. 34

Women Residence Halls 2.79 2. 65
Women Off- campus 2.40 2.. 44

Housing

Residence Halls 2.56 2.53
Off- campus .2.41 243

Sex

Men 2.44 .2.45
Women 2.60 .2.55

All Group Grade-point Average 2.48 2.48



Table 22. Analysis 3-- Analysis of Covariance for Grade-point
Averages for Spring Term for Residence Halls vs.
Off .- campus.

Error Mean Square --all variables in model 0.06
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Variable df F Significance

Sex 1 70 1.43 ns

Class 1 70 .24 fl S

Housing 1 70 .07 ns

School 1 70 . 70 ns

SchoolXhousing 1 70 .91 ns

SchoolX sex 1 70 .00 ns

Class Xsex 1 70 .46 ns

School X class 1 70 . 80 ns

Sex X housing 1 70 - 02 ns

Class Xhousing 1 70 .11 ns

GPA-1 1 70 165.43 .01

All classification
variables and one
covariate 11 70 16.94

Error Mean Square - - no variables in model = 0. 20



Re suits - -Adjusted Me an Grade-point Averages

Table 23 shows the calculated and adjusted mean grade-point

averages for the two groups for spring term. The adjusted mean

averages for the off-campus group was 2. 51 while the on-campus

group was 2. 47. This difference in adjusted mean grade-point

averages was not significant.

Summary of Results

Table 24 presents a summary of the results of the fourth set of

analyses based on the fall, winter and spring grade-point averages

for the residence hall and off-campus groups.

Conclusions

During fall, term, students moving from supervised to unsuper-

vised housing obtained significantly higher grade-point averages than

those remaining in supervised on-campus housing. In comparing the

adjusted means for fall term, it is evident that men are less dif-

ferentiated by grade-point averages than are women. Thus, it is the

averages of the women which contribute most to the significant dif-

ferences which exist between the unsupervised and supervised groups.

In winter term, the on-campus supervised group maintained

significantly higher grade-point averages. Again, the women are
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Table 23. Calculated and Adjusted Mean Grade-point Averages for
Spring Term by Housing and Sex
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Source
Calculated

Mean
Adjusted

Mean

Housing by Sex

Men Residence Halls 2. 46 2. 39
Men Off-campus 2.50 2.45

Women Residence Halls 2.54 2.44
Women Off- campus 2.41 2.43

Housing

Residence Halls 2.49 2.47
Off- campus 2.46 2.51

Sex

Men 2.48 2. 51
Women 2.47 2.43

All Group Grade-point Average 2.48 2.48
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Table 24. Comparison of Multiple Covariance Results for Set Four.

Analysis
Significance

Analysis Analysis
Variable 1 2 3

Sex ns ns ns

Class ns ns ns

Housing .10 .05 ns

School ns 10 ns

SchoolXhousing .05 .10 ns

School X sex ns . 10 ns

Class X sex ns ns ns

School X class ns ns ns

Sex Xhousing ns .05 ns

Class Xhousing ns ns ns

GPA-1 .01 .01 .01

All classification
variables and one
covariate 01 . 01 . 01
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differentiated to a higher degree, and are principally, responsible for

the significant difference in housing.

During spring term, the groups are not differentiated by housing

or sex.

The grade-point averages for men differ only slightly by housing

during the year of the investigationwhile the differencefor women is

quite large. This suggests that women are more affected by housing

and other outside influencing factors. One such factor might be the

added controls which are placed on women in residence halls which

are not applicable to men inresidence halls. Thus, women undergo

a more substantial change in moving from residence halls to off-

campus than men.

During faIl term, students in the off-campus group were

informed that should their grade-point averages result in academic

probation, they would be required to move back on campus. This

might explain why the off-campus group initially, achieved high grades

and subsequently, as the pressure of beingreturned to campus.was

relieved, the motivation to achieve 'was lowered. Spring quarter

grades generally imply that the student has acclimated himself to

the specific living environment. Thus, by spring term housing

diminishes in importance as a factor in grades.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The primary purpose of this study was to investigate the effect

of housing upon academic achievement for students in on-campus/

off-campus housing at Oregon State University.

Three housing groups comprisedthe on-campus sample--the

fraternity/sorority group, cooperative group, and residence hall

group. The off-campus sample was represented by a group of students

who had moved off-campus in violation of housing rules but who were

subsequently given permission to remain if they did not violate addi-

tional campus rules or go on academic probation.

The four variables which characterized the groups and which

were examined for their effect on grade-point averages were: sex,

class, housing and school. The four factors which were popularly

believed to be associated with college grades and were examined in

relationship to their effect on academic achievement were: age,

SAT mathematic scores, SAT verbal scores and high school grade-

point average. All data related to these variables were gathered from

the offices of the Dean of Men and Dean of Women and analyzed by

multiple covariance techniques.
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Summary of Findings and Conclusions

The hypotheses andthe results are as follows: Hypothesis one,

which stated that there is norelationshipbetween academic achieve-

ment and on-campus/off campus housing, was accepted. Hypothesis

two, which stated that there is no relationship between academic

achievement and age for students in on-campus/off-campus housing,

was accepted. Hypothesis three,which stated that there is no relation-

ship between academic achievement and past grade-point average for

students in on- campus/off- campus housing, was rejected. Hypothesis

four, which stated that there is no relationship between academic

achievement and intelligence for students in on-campus/off-campus

housing, was accepted.

The data were also used to study various mathematical models

relating grade-point averages to the variables under ohs ervation.

It was found that the previous year's grade-point average "fit the

datat as well as the more complex models which utilized more than

one measurable variable.

From a quarter by qirarter analysis of grade-point averages,

it was shown that:

1. For fall term, students in unsupervised (off-campus)

housing achieved significantly higher grade-point averages than the

on-campus group.
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For fall term, women's grade-point averages contributed

significantly to the differences which existed between the on-campus

and off-campus groups.

For winter term, students in the on-campus (supervised)

housing group achieved significantly higher grade-point averages

than the off-campus group.

For winter term, women' s grade-point averages contributed

significantly to the differences which existed between the on- campus

and off-campus groups.

For spring term, the on-campus and off-campus groups

were not differentiated significantly, by grade-point averages.

implications for Personnel Services

This studyhas certain implications for student personnel

services. Since the type of residence does not produce statistically

significant differences in grade-point averages for either on- campus

or off-campus students, oth.er benefits which may be derived from

any particular type of residence should be 'emphasized. Neither the

opportunity to participate in organized social programs northe meet-

ing of personal needs such as a desire to be closely affiliated with a

group, should be minimized in importance.



Recommendations for Further Study

Since some statistically significant diffe rences in grade-point

averages were found on a quarterly basis, a complete investigation

of the effect of supervision on academic achievement would be

desirable. Becausethe women's grade-point averages analyzed on

a quarterly basis contributed a great deal to the statistical differences,

a closer investigation of the variables which might be characteristic

of their housing situationshould be investigated.

A more detailed study of the moral and social factors which

are related to supervision in housing would be useful.
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In order to evaluate the effect of the covariates, several

mathematical equations were utilized. Equations 1-through 5 are

given here.

Equation 1

y =

+ (AB). + (AC). -+ (AD).
-ij ik ii

+ (BC). + (BD). + (CD).ji ki

+ 1x1+62x2 + t33x3 +

+ 5x1x2 + 7x1x4

-+ P8ZX3 + 9çx4 +10x3x4

where:

= population mean

= sex effect
1

= school effect
3

Ck = housing effect

= class effect

(AB).. sex-school interaction effect
13

(AC).k = sex-housing interaction effect
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(AD).1 = sex-class interaction effect

(BC).k = school-housing interaction effect

(BD).1 = school-class interaction effect

(CD)kl housing-class interaction effect

p coefficient of the variables

xz

x3

x4

x1 x2

x1x3

xl x4

x2x3

x2x4

x

E

= HSGPA

SAT verbal

SAT math

= age

HS GPA-SAT verbal

= HS GPA-SAT math

= HSGPA-age

= SAT verbal-SAT math

SAT verbal_age

= SAT math-age

= residual term
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Equation II

y = +A.+B.+Ck+Dl

+ (AB).. + (AC). + (AD). + (BC).
13 1k il jk

+ (BD).1 + (CD)kl+ f31x1 +

+ + 134x4 + 5x + 136x1x2

+ 7x1x3 + 8X1X4 + 9X2X

+ p11x3x E

where:

i. = population mean

= sex effect
1

= school effect
3

Ck = housingeffecti

D1 = class effect

(AB).. = sex-school interaction effect
13

(AC)ik = sex-housing interaction effect

(AD). = sex-class interaction effect
11

(BCLk = school-housing interaction effect

(BD). = school- clas s interaction effectji

(CD)kl = housing-class in.teraction effect

coefficient of the variables

+ 1310x2x4
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xl

xz

x3

x4

x5

xlxz

xlx3

xl x4

XZx3

xzx4

x3x4

E

= HSGPA

SAT verbal

= SAT math

age

= grade-point averages one year prior to the
study (GPA-l)

= HS GPA-SAT verbal

= HS GPA-SAT math

HSGPA-age

= SAT verbal-SAT math

SAT verbal-age

= SAT math-age

= residual term
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y

Equation UI

+A.+B,+C +D
1 3 k 1

+ (AB).. + (AC).k + il + (BC).k

+ (BD). + (CD)kl+ 131x1+ p2x2 +

where:

p. population mean

sex effect
1

= school effect
3

Ck = housing effect

class effect

(AB).. = sex-school interaction effect
13

(AC).k = sex-housing interaction effect

(AD). = sex-class interaction effect

(BC)jk = school-housing interaction effect

(BD). school-class interaction effectjl

(CD)kl = housing-class interaction effect

coefficient of the variables

= age

x2 = GPA-1
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Equation IV

+ A. + B, + Ck + D1

+ (AB).. + (AC), + (AD). + (BC).
ik ii

+ (BD). + (CD)kl + j31x1 + E

where:

1_i population mean

sexeffect
1

= school effect
3

Ck housing effect

D1 class effect

sex-school interaction:effect

sex-housing interaction effect

sex-class interaction effect

school-housing interaction effect

school-class interaction effect

housing-class interaction effect

= coefficient of the variables

x1 = GPA-1
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(AB),. =

(AC).k =

(AD),il =

(BC).k =

(BD).1 =

(CD)kl =



Equation V

M =M -b(M -GM)xy y y y

where:

M mean of the covariate used. to adjust GPA
y

b = estimate of the coefficient of the covariate

GM general mean
y

= adjusted mean GPAxy
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